I’m Niki Green, aka the Bourbon Maven, and I drink and I know things - especially
things about whisky. After traveling all over the world touring distilleries
and wineries, I took my love for liquor to a higher level and became an Executive
Bourbon Steward and Certified Specialist of Spirits. In 2018, I launched the Seattle
and Bay Area chapters of a global social club called Women Who Whiskey where I
currently serve as the West Coast President.
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SERVICES
My passion is sharing what I
know about fine spirits. And
since starting this journey, I’ve
educated 1500+ people in both
corporate and relaxed settings.

Whiskey Education

Corporate Events

$ 5 0 - 1 5 0 per perso n, m ax
c l a s s s i z e 10 in ho m e
sp e a k e a s y ; I f travel ing , m ax
siz e i s b a s e d o n the l o catio n
Allow me to introduce your group to
the world of whiskey in the privacy
of a personal speakeasy (Oakland or
Seattle only). Class curriculum can
be tailored to the individual needs of
your group, but often includes:

$500 min imu m, max clas s s iz e 1,000
Curriculum will be tailored to the needs and budget of your
group. Whether you are looking for an educational class
to shake up a team building or a hosted cocktail hour for a
holiday event, I will build an agenda with your employees
or clients in mind.

(2 hours)

•
•
•

Whisk(e)y 101 - understanding the
differences between Scotch, Irish,
American and Japanese spirits
Overview of the distilling process
Guided premium tasting

(Flexible time)

Non Profit Events
(1-2 hours)

Pricin g TBD
Looking to add some interest to your silent or live auction?
Feature a Bourbon Maven experience for attendees’ bidding
pleasure. Or auction a Bourbon Maven signature cocktail
and tasting for participating tables. I’ll cater the offering to
suit your needs.
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TESTIMONIALS
The Whisk(e)y experience with Niki was amazing! I can’t recommend it highly enough! If you live or
are visiting in the Bay Area, you should absolutely do this experience! Niki made it so much fun, we
learned a lot and we made new friends in the process. My fiance who isn’t even a whiskey drinker
loved the experience and found some that she enjoyed!
Jos h
I did this with a girlfriend of mine and a few other women and it was great! Niki has a ton of knowledge
and is genuinely interested in educating others on the various nuances of spirits. She provided snacks
& ample tastings and I would recommend this experience 10 fold!
Tori
Niki welcomed the group into her home and had beverages and snacks set out for us. The structure
of the experience was organized, with a presentation and a gradual tasting journey through different
parts of the world. Niki shared favorites, and also had a lot of beautiful bottle candy to look at in her
lovely sipping room. Niki’s knowledge and openness made the experience great; we all asked a lot of
questions and spent time learning which whiskies we enjoyed most and why. I came to soak up more
knowledge, deepen my whiskey appreciation, and meet cool women. All those boxes were checked,
and I feel more connected to other whiskey events in Seattle. Cheers!
C armen
This was an experience to remember. Being welcomed into the world of Whisk(e)y through first hand
knowledge from an expert was just the beginning. Niki was an amazing host and made my fiancé and I
feel very welcomed. All questions were answered and explored through all perspectives. We could not
have found such a unique experience anywhere else!
Saman th a
Niki is a stunning host. My small group of three was ecstatic before, during, and after. Through trial and
error we figured out our favorite types of whiskey, with the help of Niki of course. She gives you some
background knowledge about the history/types and then we dove right into tasting! I just wish I would
have brought a notebook to remember all of the amazing information she provided for us! Even if you
are not a drinker I recommend giving it a try, like my friend Liz did, you might learn that there is a type
of whiskey for everyone!
Fran kie
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